


Introduction This booklet gives answers to some of the bnsic ques-tions asked by the newcomer to a noise measuring pro-
gramme. It givesa brief explanation to questions like:

Why do we measure sound?
What is sound?
What units do we use for measurement?

What do we hear?

What instruments do we use for measurement?

What is a weighting network?

What is th0 moaning of motor response characteris-
tic=7

What Is frequency analysis?

How does sound propagate?
Whore should we measure?

How should the microphone be positioned in the
sound field?

How much do reflections influence our measurement?

What about baokground noise?
How does the environment influence our
measurement?

How do we maho a measurement report?
Which standards should be used?

What ianoima mapping?

What is noise rating?
Wha¢ i# imi_udose?

What do we do when levels ore too high?



Sound and the Human Being

Sound is such a common part of everyday life that we
'arely appreciate all of its functions. ]t permits us enjoy-
able experiences in listening to music or to the singing
of birds. _t permits spoken communication with family :_
and friends. It alerts us or warns us -- with the ringing

of a telepnone, a knock on the door, or a wailing siren, !
And sound permits us to make quality evaluations and di.
agnoses -- the chattering valves of a car, a squeaking ,!
wheel, or a neart murmur, ,:

,o,ooo,ooo.o°om,o o ,ooo°oono,,o, 0o,sounds are unpleasanl or unwanted -- hence we call
tnem noise. However, how much a noise oNnoys de- ';
oends not only on its quality, but our attitude to it. To _ t t'_
the design engineer, the sound of his new jel aircraft lak- _f-Z--._l_L-J_.-_, _ ._
ing off may be music to his ears, but will be earspliding )agony for the people living near the end of the runway.
But sound doesn't need to he loud to annoy. A creaking
floor a scratch in a record, or a dripping faucet may an-
ROy as much as loud Ihunder.

I1_
Worst of all, sound can damage and destroy. A sonic _:_
boom may shalter windows and break plaster off the Tf :
walls. But the most unfortunate case is when sound .% ,
damages the delicate instrument designed to receive it
-- the numan ear.
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Why Measure Sound?

The benefits of sound measurements ate many, Sound .:_._:_.,_...=._,_._,-_\_'_._._:_"_-
measurements have resulted in improved building acous- _,_,_,_._:_f_._

tics and loudspeakers thus enhancing our enjoyment of ..elf_l!;j_,_i,_}__.
music, both in the concert hall and at home, _:._.II|U_.GI_.. ,'_-*.,,,_....

Sound measurements perm]t precise, scientific analysis _': !)!)i __1_,_,
of annoying sounds, Howav0r, we must remember that ._:_.;,_.*, _ i
due to the physiological and psychological differences be- ¢_,_];_.]t-__._'_,_,_ _-.._._-___'_'_
tween individuals, the degree of annoyance cannot be
scientifically measured for a given person, But the meas-
urenlents do give us an objective means of comparing an-
noying sounds under different conditions,

Sound measurements also give a clear indication of
when a sound may cause hearing damage and permit
corrective measures to be taken, And audiometric testing
permits evaluation of an individual's hearing sensitivity,

t; Thus, sound measurements are vital in hearing conserva-
tion programs,

Finally, measurement and analysis of sound is a power-
ful diagnostic tool in n_ise reduction programs -- from
airports, to factories, highways, homes and recording stu-
dios, It is a tool that permits the improvement of the qual-
it'/of our lives.
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Just What is Sound?

Sound is defined as any pressure variation (in air, water
or some other medium) that the human ear can detect,
The most familiar instrument for measuring pressure vat.
iations in air is the barometer. However, these pressure
variations which occur with charlging weather patterns
are much too slow for the human ear to detect-- and
hencE= don't meet our definition of sound, gut if these
variations in atmospheric pressure occur more rapidly --
at least 20 times per second -- they can he heard and
hence are caEled sound. (However, a barometer can't re-
spend fast enough and therelore can't be used to meas-
ure sound). The numbsr of pressure variations per sac-

end is called the frequency of the sound, which is mess.
ured in cycles per second -- or Hertz (Hz) as it is now
called by international agreement. The range of human
he_ring extends from approximately 20 Hz to 20000Hz i
lot 20kHz} while the range from the lowest to the high-
est note of a piano is 27,5 Hz to 4t 86 Hz.

You probably already have a good idea of the speed of
sound from the familiar rule for determining how far
away a lightning strike is: count 3 seconds per kilometer
or 5 seconds per mile from the time you sea the light-
ning until you hear the thunder, That corresponds to a
speed of 1224km/hour or 765 miles per hour. For
acoustics and sound measurement purposes, this speed
is expressed as 340 meters per second.

Knowing the speed and frequency of a sound, we can
i find its wavelength -- that is, the physical distance in air
i from one wave top to the next. Wavelength = Speed/Fre-

quency. At 20Hz this gives 17 meters, while a¢ 20kHz,
! 4 one wavelength is only 1,7 cm.

J
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The d8 ......... - °-"
.uPa .140 dB

Threahold of pain

100000000-

The weakest sound that a healthy human ear can delect ,130 =...
is 20 millionth of a pascal (or 20pPa,,, 20 micropas- ,120 *'=L'_"eels) which is a factor of 5000000000 less than nor.

l real atmospheric pressure (One atmosphere is equivalent 10000000- P,z
to 1 kg per square cm or 10 tons per square meter.) This ,110
pressure change of 20,uPa is so small that it causes the
membrane in the human oar to deflect a distance less
than the diameter of a single atom. Amazingly, the ear 1100-
can tolerate sound pressures up to more than one rail. 1000000=

lion times higher. Thus, if we had to measure sound in 00 _z=,....t_.._.___
Pc, we would end up with some quite large and unma-
ncgable numbers, To avoid this, another scale has been 80
devised -- the decibel (dB) scale,

100000,

The decibel scale uses the hearing threshold of 20.uPa 70 d)
as its starting point or reference pressure. This is de- (r]._
fined to be 0dB. Each time we then multiply the sound 0o --
pressure in Pa by 10. we add 20d R to thedB level, thus
200.uPa corresponds to 20d5 (re 20pPa), 200OpPa to 10000,
40dB, and so on, Thus the dB scala compresses the rail. r"50

lean to one range into a 120 dB range, / ---_r__

In the figure, you can see the sound pressure Jevels
. (SPL) of various familiar sounds in both dO at_d Pc. 1000.Another useful aspect of the dB scale is that it gives a -3o

much better approxhnation to the human perception of rel-
:i agvo loudness than the pacGal scala since the ear re.ors -2o _ _

to the percentage change In level, which corresponds to 100. --
the declbeJ scale where I dB is Ihe same relative change -I0

_- ,_ver_here on the .-'_-=le,f dB ts th._ cmallo=_ ch_'.ngo ;;'o
_ can hear. A g dB increase is a doubling of the SPL, al-

though a 10de increase is required to make it sound 20,-0 Thro=holdof headng

twice as feud. _ _- . . _ _ - -_ B
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What do weHear? .......
dB Phon

The factors that determine the subjective loudness of a
110.

ing on the subject, One such factor is that the human ,_
ear is not equally sensitive at all frequencies, but it is
most sensitive in the 2 kHz to 5 kHz range, and least sen-

sitive at extremely high and low |requancios. To compli- o_c'a'te Lhings even mere, this phenomenon is more pro-
nouncea at low SPLs than at high SPLs, This can be O.
seen in the figure which shows a family of curves indi-
cating the sound pressure level required at any fro- to ,;
quency to give the snme apparent loudness as a 20 200 lk 2 20k '

lOOOHz tone. For example, a 50Hz tone must have a Frequency Hz
15 dB higher level to give the same subjective loudness
asalOOOHztoneatalevelof7Odg. ==_'_- - .... -- -- -- • :

]t would seem relatively simple to build an electronic cir- - - _ - = ..=e,_.._ - _ .=
cult whose sensitivity varied with frequency the same .:
way as the human oar, Thls has in fact been done and dRA D

has resulted in three different internationally standard- 104_I_

zed characteristics termed the "'A', "e" and "C" weight- 0 CIng networks. The "A" network npproxlmates the equal --1(3[ouaness curves al low SPLs, the "e" network at me-

dium SPLs and the "C" network at high levels, However, -20
Iodav only the "A" network is widely used since the "e" --30

and "C" networks did not give good correlation to subjec- --4(]
tire tests, A specialized characteris¢ic, the "D*' weighl- -50
ing, ha._ rocengy been standardized for aircraft noise
measurements. -Go

2_ 2bo 20'o0 2000o

Frequency Hz



One reason that the "B" and "C" weighting networks
did not give Ihe expected results is that Ihe equal loud.
ROSS contours were based on experiments with pure
tones -- atld most common sounds are not pure tones,
but very complexsignals.

When more detailed information about a complex signal
is required, the frequency range free1 20Hz to 20kHz
can be broken up into sections either one octavo or one
third octave wide. This is done byoleclronic filters which
reject all signals of frequencies outside the selected
band, For example, an oclave filter wilh a center fre-
quency of lkHz permits sounds in the 707 to 1410Hz
range to be measured, but rejecls all others. This pro-
cess where a signal is analyzed in many frequency
bands is termed frequency analysis. The results are pre-
sented on e chart called a spectrogram,

If a sound is of short duration, that is, less than one sec-
ond, it is termed an impulsive sound, Practical examples
are typewriter end hammering noise. This presents
another problem in loudness evaluation because the
shorter the sound, the less sensitive the ear will be in
perceiving it, Researcher_ generally agree that for
sounds shorter than 70 milliseconds (70 thousandths of
one second), the perceived loudness decreases. This has
resulted in agreement on a standardized electrical circuit
whose sensitivity decreases with short duration sounds.
This circuit is called the "Impulse" characteristic. How-

r ever, |he damage risk is not nucuusurily reduced al-
though the loudness decreases with short signets. For
this reason, some sound level meters include a circuit
for measuring the peak value of the signal, independent
of the slgnal's duration. 7



The Sound Level Meter

A sound level meter is an instrument which responds to RMS means root mean square -- which is a special kind
sound in approximately the same way as the human ear of mathematical average value, it is of importance in
and which gives objective, reproduceabfe measurements sound measurements because the RMS value is directly
of sound level, related to the amount of energy in the sound signal, A

peak rectifier may be included for determination of the
The sound signal is converted to an identical electrical peak value of impulsive signets and a Hold Circuit will
signal by a high quality microphone. Since the signal is hold the maximum meter deflection, either of the peak
quite small, it must be amplified before it can be read an value or of the RMS value measured with the Impulse
a meier. After the first amplifier the signal may pass Characteristic.
through a weighting nelwork (A. B. C or D). An alterna-
tive to the network is an octave or third octave filter Since the sound level meter is a precision instrument.
which may be attached exlernally. After additional ampli- provision is made to calibrale it for accurate results, This
flcation, the signal will now be of a high enough level to is best done by placing a portable acoustic calibrator di,
drive the meter -- after its RMS value has bean d._tnr- reclP.' over the microphone. Th_s c_.fib_a¢_. is b.==iu._gy a
mined in the RMS deteclor. The value read on the meter miniature loudspeaker giving a precisely defined sound
is the sound revel in dg. The sound signal is also avail- pressure lever Io which Ihe sound level meter can be ad*
able at an output socket so that it may be fed to external lusted.

8 inslruments such as recorders or noise dose meters.

.= • ........................ . ......... •
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t Meter Response
When the sound levelvaries, we warn the meter needle sponse enabJing us Io follow and measure not too rap-
to follow these variations. However, if the level ffuctu- dfJy fluctualing noise levels and "Stow" -- which gives a
ares too rapidly, the m0ter needJe may move so errafi- more sluggish response and helps average out meter
cally that it will be impossibleIo get a meaningful road. fluctuations which would mherwiso be impossible to
ing, For dfis reason, two meter response characteristics read,
are used: "Fast" _ whichgives a fasl reacting meter re-

If the meter needle ftuctuates Jike tiffs when using
"Fast", switch lo "Slow",

If the fluctuations are still fargo using "Slow", estimate
i_ an average and aJso note the maximum _nd minimum

readings in your report.

Jf you measure fmpulses, then you need an impulse
sound level _rleler. Some standards require the pez}k

.... Vatu_ iu _U lUtJ_lsuredwhga OlllOrs ask for a measure-
ment wilh the "Impulse" lime constant. In any case Iha
Hold function makes readingeasy.
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Sound Propagation _ ....... - .....
Sound Source

Sound propagation in air can be compared to waves in
water, The waves spread uniformly in all directions, de-
creasing in amplitude as they move from the source. In
air, when the distance doubles, the amplitude drops by

half -- which is a drop of 6dB, Thus. if you move from
one meter from the source to two meters from the

source, the sound pressure level will drop by g dB, If you
move to 4 meters, it will drop by 12dS, 8 meters by
18dB. and so on.

However, this is only true when there are no reflecting

or blocking objects in the sound path. Such ideal condi-
tions are termed free-field conditions, With an obstacle

,'. the sound path, part of the sound wilJ be reflected,
_,drt absorbed and the remainder will be transmitted

lhrough the object. How much sound is reflected, ab-
sorbed or transmitted depends on the absorbing proper-
ties of the obect, its size and the wavelenglh of the
souna, In genera, the object must be larger Ihan one
wavelength in order to significantly disturb the sound,
:or example, at lOkHz, the wavelength is 3,4cm --

zlnd even a small object such as a measuring micro- Incident _',._. __'

phone will disturb the sound field _ hence sound absorp- "_,onand.o,oio°,.roodilyo0hle.dSu,a,,O0.,the
wavelength is 3,4 meters and sound isolation becomes _li_l"Absorbed
much more difficult, You've probably noticed this wilh ._,,'i_i

music playing in the room next door, The bass is very dif- Reflected '_ I JfJCUI| to block out,
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Anechoic Chambers

t (Sound Absorbing Rooms)

If it is desired Io make measurements in a free-field, to-tally without reflecting objects, the measurements must

be made outdoors at the top of a flagpole (or equivalent)or in an anechoic room. In an anechoic chamber, art

t walls, ceiling and floor are covered by a highJy absorp-tive material, Io eliminate reflections, Thus the sound
,l pressure level in any given direction from the noise

_] source may be measured withoul the presence of inter-
fering reflections.

:_ Reverberation Chambers
_1 (Sound Reflecting Rooms)

I Ths opposile of an anechoic room is the reverberullonchamber where all surfaces are made as hard and reflec-

tive as possible and where no paralJel surfaces exist.

i1 This creates a so-called diffus_ field because the sound
il energy is uniformly distributed in the room. In this type
i of room. il is possible to measure the total acoustic

i power o_ltput from the noise source, but the sound pres-sure levoJ in any given dir_ntinn is practically moaning.
tess due to the reflections, As such rooms are cheaper

i to construct than anechoic chambers, lhey find wide-spread use for machinery noise investigations,
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The Practical Room

In practice, the majority of sound measurements are
made in rooms that areneither anechoic nor reverberant

but somewhal in.between. This will make it difficult to
find the correct measuring position when it is desiredto
measure the noise emissionfrom a given source,

When determining emission from a single source,
several errors are pos_,ible. First, if you measure too
close to the machine, the SPL may vary significantly
with a small change in position, This situation occursat
a distance less than the wavelength of the lowest fre-
quency emitted from the machine or at less than twice
the greatest dimension of the machine, whichever dis-
tance is the greatest,This Is termed the near field of the
machine, and measurements in this region should be Sound Level dB

avoided if possible, 2 x machineor t
Other errors may arise if you measure too far away from Reverberant
the machine. Here. refteclions from walls and olher ob-
jects may be just as strong as the direct sound and car- I"q FreeField
reot measurements will not he possible, This is termed
the reverberant field, Between the reverberant and near
field is the free field which can be Iound by nodng that
the level drops 6dB for a doubling in distance from the
source. It is here Ihe measurements should be made, It J
is quite possible, however,that the conditions ar¢ so re- I
verberam or the ream is so small that no free field ex- j
ists. I Near Field _-Far Field

When making the measurement, state the distance, di- J Distancefrom
raction and height of the microphone. For example, J SoundSource
74 dB(A), 3 meters directly in front of the air condition, r (logsc4tt_)



The Microphone in the Sound Field

The quality of the measuring microphone must meal
many high standards, Fitsh it must have uniform fre-
quency response, By this we mean that the microphone
must be equally sensitive at all frequencies, Secondly,
the microphone should be equally sensitive to sounds
coming from all angles. This is termed an omnidirec-
tional characteristic and is especially important when
measuring in a diffuse field,

BrSel & Kja_rmake microphoneswith three types of char-
acteristics, free-field, pressure,and random incidence re,
sponse, Free field microphoneshave uniform frequency
response for the sound pressurethat existed before the
microphone was introducedinlo the sound field, It is Ira.
portent to note that any microphone will disturb the
sound field, but the free field microphone is designed to
compensate for its own disturbing presence. However,
the pressure microphone is designedto have uniform fro,
quency response to the aclual sound pressure level pro,
sent, which of course includ0sthe microphones' own dis-
turbing presence. Finally, the random inc(dence micro,
phone is designed to responduniformly to signals arrlv.
ing simultaneously from all angles, such as is the case

;_ in hlghJy reverberent or diffusesound fields,

When making measurementsin a free field, a free-field
microphone should be pointed directly at the sound

j source while a pressure microphone should be oriented

.... O :nul_to ....coundsourcc._¢,th_,ttho _ound __._ . _ _,,_. .!_ .grazes the front of the microphone, f_



The Microphone in the Sound Field

In a diffuse or random sound field, the microphone
should be as omnidirectional as possible. In general, the
smaller a microphone is, the bettor its omnidirectional
characteristic will be. However, smaller microphones are
also less sensitive which may not be _cceptable if mea-
suring under relntively quiel conditions. To ev0rcome
this, the most sensitive free.field ndcropbone, which is
also the largest (one inch diameter), may be fitted with a
special device, called a Random Incidence Correcter --
which makes it much more omnidirectional. However, if
the Iligh sensitivity of the one.inch microphone is nol r_-
quirod, the best solution is to use tile half.inch, or
smaller, random microphones.

However, when measuring in diffuse fields, il is impor-
tant to remember that the instrument case and aperator

presence may block 1he sound Item certain directions
and ruin the otherwise excellent ornnibirectiona= charac-

teristics of the microphone. Therefore. the microphone
should be mounted oll an extension rod, or, better slill,
on an extension cable IO gel it away from Ihe SouNd
level met_.r and operator.



Environmental Noise

So far we have described the measurement of noise

: , emitled by a single machine in order la rate the machine
or to predict its noise at greater dislancas. This is one
kind of measuremBnt, Another kind is the measuremen!
of total noise at a Iocetior_ due to oN_ or more sDurces
and their reflections from walls, ceilings and other ma-
chines,

Noise at an employee*s work elation is an example of en-
vironmental noise, The measuremenl is made where Ihe
person works, wilhout regard to whelher he is in the
Reef or far field of his machine or whelher other ma-

chin_s are operating in the vicinity, These conditions
may be considered in efforts to reduce the noise lever,
but not when measuring the empfoyee'_ exposure,

BecBuse environmental sounds come from various ditec.

tlons, thu sound level meter must be omnidirectional, It
must have a uniform response irrespective of where the
v_triolJS sound sour¢(_s are IocatEid,

Other examples of environmental noise a_e found in the
;1 commul_ity, _t pler_t boundaries, _n ofIices _nd in thee-

tttt$,

1
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Influence of Instrument and Operator

When measuring noise, precautions should be taken to ) _}_._,'_1_

keep the sound level meter and operator from interfering

with the measurement. Not only can the instrument I \
case and operator presence block sound coming from a ,,
given direction, but they can cause reflections thai may
cause measuring errors, You may never have thought of
your body as a sound reflector, but experiments have
shown that at frequencies of around 40OHz, reflections
from the body may cause errors of up to 6 dB when mea-
suring less than one mater from the body.

To minimize the reflections from the instrument case, all
Br_el & Kjmr sound level meters are specially designed
with a conically shaped front end. For even more precise
measurements, some instruments are provided wilh an
extension rod for mounting the microphone away from
the case. And extension cables are avallable to prevent
the meter body from blocking any sound waves.

To "ninimize reflections from the operator it is usually
sufficient thai the sound level meier he held at arms

mngtn or mounteu on a tripod, possibly fitted with its mc-
lenslon rod. For further reduction of operator reflecgons
the microphone should be mounted away from the
sauna level meter by means of an extension cable, in
any case you can check whether your presence is influ-
encing Ihe reading by letting the sound level meter re-
main fixed wh le you s{ep to Ihe side,
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Background Noise (Subtracting sound levels)

Anolher factor that may influence the accuracy of meas-
urements [s the level of the background noise compared
to the level of the noise signal to be measured , Obvi.

t ously, the background noise must not drown out the sig- Example:
hal of interest. In practice this means that the level of
the signal must bo at least 3dS higher than Ihe back. 1, Total Noise = 6OdB

• ground noise, but a correction may still be necessary to
get the correct result. The procedure for measuring the 2. BackgroundNoise = 53dB
sound level from a machine under conddions of high 3, Difference = 7dB

background noise is as follows: 4, Correction (from charl) = 1 dB
5. Noise of Machine = 60-- 1 = 59 dB

1, Measure the total noise level (Ls. N ) with the ma-
'_ chine running,

, 2. Measure the background noise level (LN) with the
machine turned off.

, 3. Find the difference between the two readings, If less
than 3 dB, the background noise level is too high for

;9 an accurate measurement, If between 3 and lOde,
a correction will be necessary. No correction is nec-
essary if the difference is greater than lOd8.

!i 4. To make the correction, enter the bottom of the
Ct chart with the difference value from step 3, goup un-
_ til you intersecl the curve and then go to the left to
:_) the vertical axis.
j 5. Subtract the value on the vertical axis (_,L_) from
• the total noise revel in step 1. This gives the noise le.

_ wJ uf lh_ m=c.n nu,
_t
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Addition of Sound Levels

If Ihe noise Jevols of two machines have been measured

individually and you want to know how much noise the
machines will maku when operating together_ Ihe two
sound levels must be added, However, when using dB.
you can'l add the sound levels directly, but must make a
correction for instance by use of a chart as shown be-
low.

The procedure is as follows:

1, Measure the levels af machine 1 and machine 2.

2. Find the difference between these revels,

3. Enter the bottom of the chart with this difference.

Go up unlil you intersect the curve, then go to the
left to Ihe vertical axis,

4, Add the value indicated at the vertical axis to the
level of the noisiest machine. This gives Ihe sum of
the noise levels el tile two machines.

Example:

1. Machine 1 = ESdB
Machine 2 = 82dE

2. Difference = 3dE

3. Corroclion (from chart) = 1,7dB

4. Tolal Noise = 85 + 1.7 = 86,7dB



The Influence of Environment

WiRd blowing across Ine micrDoho_8 makes _ lot of _x-

treneous noise s miler to the noise you can iloar with _..._

the wind blowing In your ear. To minimize this, a special ' .
wlnascreen consisling of _ b_ll el porous p01yurothano • . ' • ,-_*o •
sponge should Dlways be Us(_d over the microphone

wnen working OUtdoors, t also shields the microphone _G . _ ',romdu0rno--oaon
The sound leve memr aria mlcrophene will not be influ-
enceu Dy relative humidity levels up to 90%. However,

care sl_ould be taKen to shIeld the instrument from rain, 6 d _ U 6
snow _tc. A windscreen should always be usedover the
mlcroohone during precipitation. Even if the windscreen
becomes very we[. measurements will still be accurate:

However. for cont,nuous use ,n extremely humid environ- ,_}_ #

ments, 5pscJ81 outdoor microphones, rain covsrsand de- _.

humidifiers are recommenaec j_
5 Temgeraturo

All B&Ks°undleve metersar"aeslgnedt°°perateac" _'_i_ _"[] curelei¥ over the _100 to + 500(3 ren9O However, care

.houid bu I¢_k.,I to .vuld .ud.u,, ,m,,pc=,=3,urficl3.r=,6:3 _ .w . _ , H
:_ which may cause _ondensation in tbe microphotle.

!,



The Influence of Environment

Ambient Pmssure _'_ .......... _ .... _ _ _ _ _

Variations in atmosphericpressure of ± 10% will have a
negligible influence [less than ±O,2d_) on microphone
sensitivity However. atextremely highartiludes, the eeri-

e

sitivitv, especially at high frequencies may be affected
more than this and the microphone instruction manual
should De consulted Also, when calibrating the instru-
ment with a Pistcnphone, correction must be made for
atmasDheric pressure.

Vibration

Althougn the rmcrophonoand sound level meter are role.
twely insensitive re vmratlon, it is arwaysa good practice
to isolate them from strong vibrations and shock. Foam l
rubber peas or simgar isolating material may be used tf
tim sound lever memr must be used in an environment j
of high vlbratior ]

MagneticFields _ j
The influence of e_eczroslaticand magnetic fields on the
sound level meter is negligible.

- 20 _= .... _ ...... -,,,====J



Standardization of Measurements

Whenever sound measurements am made, the recom-
mendations of the applicable national and international
standards should be consulted, These slandards discuss
both measuring techniques and specifications for Ihe
equipment used, The standards give a well defined proce-
dure for making reproduceable and accurate measure-
ments.

"Acoustics -- Guide Io the Measurement of Acoustical
Noise and its Effac_on Man'* is the lide of ISO (Interne-
tional Standards Organization} standard 2204 which
should be of particular inlerest to the newcomer because
it defines all basic terms and measuring methods and
also gives a referencelist of other applicable standards.

IEC 123 and IEC 179 are established by the Interne-
tional ElectroteehnicalCommission anddefine the specifi-
cations for various grades of sound level meters, All
Br_iel & Kj_r sound level meters are built to conform to
these standards, In Ihe Uniled States, the American Na.
tional Standard (ANSI) is used, B&K sound level meters
also conform to the ANSI standards when used with ex-
tension rods provided.

For a listing of national and international standards on

aooustio noise measurements please contact your loci, DIN
BrEel & Kjoorrepresentative.



..... • = .

The Measurement Report i

A very important part of sound measurements is careful
documentation of [he results. A good measurement re-
port should contain al least the following information:

1. A ske;ch of the measuring site showing applicabre
dimensions, the location of the microphone and ob-
ject beingmeasured,

2. Type and serial number of instrumenl.
3. Motived of calibralion.

4, Weighting nolworks and meter responses used.

5, Type o( sound signal (impuJsive, continuous, tones
etc,)

6. Backgroundnoise Jeveh

7. Meteorological data and date,
8. Data on object being measured (machine type, load,

speedetc.}.

Wdh a carefully wrilten report, fulure comparisons will
be made more accurate and reriable.
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Noise Mapping

One o[ the first slops in a noise abatemenl programme
wir_ usual voe Io make _3noise map of topograph; A ro_-
soNai31¥ accurate sketch showing the r_i_tive positions of
all machines and o(her items of int(_res! is drawn. To
this skelch is added the measurecl noise Jevels taken at a

suitable number of posilions around the area being invos-
iig_lled_ the more measuremeRls, th(_ mote Bc(:ur,_to I_le
topograph. Connecting lines drz_wn between tho points
of equar souncl levels will now produce a noise topo-
graph indicating the sound distribution patterns. A Iopo-
graph _f this kind will immediatery show the zones of
noise uanger ano is the _tarting point for planning Ihe
steps to be laKen to proter, t the workors. Whon the nec.
es_ary step_ nav_ beBi1 I_korl, new mQasurements will
give a Clear picture _s to whot extent Ihey havo changed
the noiso patxerns A topograph wi_h red zones could

I also be useCl io Jrtdi_*3te _fB_ whero _r protectors are
obligatory,



' Using NoiseRating Curves ...... - ...... =
Octave Band Pressure Level

in almost any noise abalement programme, in particular 120 t
when tile measured dg(A) values are above tl_e allow-
able irnit. _t will be necessary to try to rate the harmful- 110
hess of the noise. For this purpose, il will always be nec-

essary to make an oclava or third-octave frequency anal- lO0
'/sis. Several an(/ some quite complicated methods are
recomrnen_eo in various standards. The simplest method
Is to use no=so rating curves as shown to file right. They
are usea in the way that Ihe level values for each fre-
quency band are naiad in the graph, Jt can then be seen
which NR curve lies just above the spectrogram and the

noise is than assigned that particular NR number, in the
exampJe, NR 78, From the shade of the curves it can be
seen that much more weight is pul on the higher fro-
auenclus than the lower ores, Such curves can he
found in ISO R T99B. in some countries similar curves
are used to g_ve the maximum allowable time th_t the

worker may be exposed to the noJ_o, as weft as being
used to sm allowable limits for machinery etc., in this
way taking, amongsl olher things, lhe frequency re-
sponse of the human ear into account,

31.5 63 125 250 500 lk 2 4 R

Frequency Hz



'+I Noise Dose ............
!! dB{A)

The hearing aamage potential of a given noise dependsnol only on its level, but also its duration, For example, a
'_ one minute exoosure to a noise is nowhere near as

; harmful as a 60 minute exposure to a noise of the same
level. Thus, to assess hearing damage potential, beth

ine level and [ne duration must be measured. For con ..... L.q
stant levels, this is easy, but if the level varies, the level

i must De sampled repeatedJy over a well defined sam.
piing period, Based on tba level samples, it is possible to

' calculate a single number (called Loci) which represents
J an equivarent continuous level in de(A) which has the

same nearing damage potential as the varying Jevel, If

the level varies stepwIse, Loq can be calculated based stepwlso vagat[onl Time
i on measurements with a sound level meter and a stop.

watch

t However. if the level varies randomly, manual cafcula- de(A)

l lions cannot eas_+v be used to calculate Leq, but Noise
Dose Meters are available to perform the carculations au-

. tomatlcally. These instruments are available either in sta-

tionary format, or in portable versions so they can be car-;+ ried in the Docket of a worker preferabJy with the micro. =M =__

_ phone mounted close to h_s ear. . --__r-.__LoqThere are zwo different ways of calculating Leq. I$O
t_. 1996 ana 1999 define one method, while in the United

States. the Occupation Safety and Health Act (OSHA) de-
# fines another.

WheT6 m_i'a ,.'_f,sr_ati_5 o- iJ._ iuvul G_=_hibu_ioi'=&f thu t_ndom vnriations menoise is desired, specia] noise level analyzers can be TJ
._ employed.

i+



When Levels are too High .... - .........................

When measuremems have ascertained that the sound .,: _ ??pressure Jevels are leo hJqh, steps must be taken to re-
duce Ihem, Although the delails of a noise abatement
program can easily be quite complex,there are four gen- 8ource SoundPalh
oral guidelines to possible solutions: Receiver

fExposed
I Reduce Ihe noise at its source, This may be done by Person}

acoustic tree{meat of machine surfaces, design I_
changes or purchasing a new, quieter machine,

2. Block the sound transmission path, This may be _ _;;'_.m_,_
done by placing an enclosure or acoustic screens
around the rnachine and moun_ing il on vibration iso- .., _' _ P _- /f n,°totsto ,raosissionthroughthe -"Jl::JlNoise is further reduced by coating walls, ceiling
Dad floor with absorbing materials to reduce reflec- Redesign Enclose UseabsorbingMove operator
lions from their surfaces, machine machine me:orielson [o =ioundproof

Usa other Use vibr_lRon room _grtnco| _ncIosuto

3 Equip the exposed person with ear proteclors, How- process nbsorb[=rs andsotup
ever, this should net generally be used as a parma- screens
neat solution,

4. Shut down the offending machinery. [n severe "\ '_'.,- 0 " . J_ "_'_ _
Cases, this Step must be considered, It is also possi- _-.._._Lble to limit the hours of operation,move the offend. _ [ ._

ing noise source to another locadon, or rotate work. .=-_ .4_ "-. "-.{_--..._ors so their exposure dine is reduced. .= .- _=

I.Jse o_r prolectors Rotale oparDton_



._ Some Basic Rules

Tooonclodo,his0ook,ot.,o,uo,ov,ew,omebooio,u,e,_'__to follow in any noise measurements using a portable b._,,_ _q,_,_r/_;__..-,_r_
sound level meter. _,_-_,,_;_._ x.I

;l1 1. Check applicable standards and rules for the proper
measuring aquipmontand techniques (see p, 21),

:i
_ 2, Check lhat the balleries, are OK and take along an
'!_ extra set of good quality batteries, If Ihe instrumen_
_ is to be stored for a long time, _he batteries should
;: be removed.

: _ 27
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3, Make sure that the instrument is properly calibrated, (,_ /_ /_
Periodic use of an acoustic calibrator is recom-
mended,

-- Lin

4. Decide whicb weighting nelwork you should use,
Normally this would be Ihe "A" network.



5. Make some ofleR[DIiOlq mQBSUI'_f'RUI_IS before noting
_clual values. Determine the Rind of sound field yoLJ

are working wllh (see p. 13 and 14) and find Ihe cor-
rect measuring positions (see p. 12].

_' 6. When using a sound level meter with a free-field

_ microphone, hold the meter at _lrms [englh to avoid
refleotiofl$ _fld point Ihe microphone at tile sound

source (see p. 16},



7. If the sound comes from more Ihan one direclion, it

is important to choose a microphono and mounting
which gives the best possible omnidirec_ionaJ charac-
leristics (see p, 14).

8. Select the correct motet response, "Fast" or "Slow"
to get an accurate reading (see p, 9), If the sound
is impulsive, an "Impulse Sound Level Meter"
should be used (see p. 7 and 9.)



9. If you are not sure which noise is causing the meier
to deflect, the use of a set of headphones connected
to the output of ¢he sound level meter will help you
identily the sound, This is of course only possible if
the SLM has an output.

,1

l_ °i°_
machine1O, During the measuromen{, remember Io;

a. Keep away fi'om reflecting surfaces.

b. Measure at a suitable distance from the me- _clline (see p, 12).
c. Check the background noise level(see p. 17).

i, d. Do not measure behind shading objects. ,'\

' N!i77/n: f. Be careful nel Io accept readings if the meier is ___

$ NI =.°hi... / ._ N

7
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• 1. Keep a welt documented Ineasutement report, {see
p. 22),

We hope this booklet has served as an informative introduction to I
the measurement of sound and will continue to serve as a handy
reference guide, If you have other questions about measurement
techniques or instrumentation, contact one of our total representa-
tives, or write directly to:

Bri.iel & Kjmr
2850 Nmrum
Denmark


